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Abstract

X-ray microanalysis is commonly applied in biomaterials
research to study changes in biomaterial composition, cal-
cifications, or to identify particulates in tissue that has been
in contact with biomaterials. Studies where the effect of
biomaterials on the naturally occurring elements in the cells
are studied are rare. Exposure to or contact with
biomaterials may give rise to several cellular reactions with
characteristic changes in elemental patterns. Experimental
systems in which cultured cells are exposed to biomaterials,
and the resulting changes in elemental content measured
by X-ray microanalysis are presented. Proliferation results
in an increase in Mg, P and K. Injury and necrosis result in
increased Na, Cl and Ca, and decreased K and Mg. The
Na/K ratio is a sensitive indicator of cell damage. Apoptosis
results in increased Na/K and an increase P/S ratios. Me-
chanical effects of biomaterials may cause changes in cell-
shape or cell volume that may result in volume-regulating
ion fluxes, e.g., of chloride, accompanies by efflux of po-
tassium. The multi-element detection capability of X-ray
microanalysis makes it particularly suitable to detect these
characteristic patterns of changes. The technique can also
be used to define subpopulations of cells that differ with
respect to their reactions to external stimuli.
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Introduction

X-ray microanalysis is routinely applied in biomaterials
research to study e.g., elemental changes in the biomate-
rial, or calcifications induced in the tissue by the presence
of biomaterials, or to identify the chemical nature of
particulates present in tissue that has been in contact with
a biomaterial. Very few studies have been carried out in-
vestigating the effect of biomaterials on the elemental com-
position of cells exposed to biomaterials (Nkamgueu et
al., 2000). Biomaterials can induce a variety of effects on
cells that are regularly checked for: necrosis, apoptosis and
cell proliferation (or inhibition of cell proliferation) (e.g.,
Prabhu et al., 1998; Fabre et al., 1999; Cimpan et al., 2000;
Brodbeck et al., 2001; Pariente et al., 2001). Cells in con-
tact with biomaterials can be subjected to mechanical stress
leading to shape and volume changes and this in its turn
can result in ion fluxes that change the elemental composi-
tion of the cell (Sarkadi and Parker, 1991; Tobasnick and
Curtis, 2001). The aim of the present paper is to introduce
the biomaterials community to the potential that X-ray
microanalysis has to provide information on the physiologi-
cal state of cells in contact with biomaterials. It will be
argued that X-ray microanalysis could be used to detect
patterns of elemental changes that are typical for prolif-
eration, apoptosis, necrosis, or ion fluxes related to vol-
ume changes, and that therefore the use of this technique
in biomaterials research should be considered more fre-
quently.

Energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis
Electron probe X-ray microanalysis is a technique of

elemental analysis that is based on the generation of char-
acteristic X-rays in atoms of the specimen by the incident
beam electrons (reviewed by Roomans 1988a, 1990;
Warley, 1997). These X-rays are characteristic for the ele-
ment from which they originate, and hence contain infor-
mation on which elements are present in the specimen. X-
ray microanalysis of biological specimens is commonly
carried out with a semiconductor detector that collects X-
rays of all energies simultaneously. This technique is called
energy-dispersive analysis, to distinguish it from an older
detection technique called wavelength-dispersive analysis.
The latter method is based on filtering out one particular
wavelength (element) from the X-ray spectrum in a crystal
spectrometer. Wavelength-dispersive X-ray microanalysis
detects one element at a time.

In principle, the number of X-rays for a specific ele-
ment generated by the electron beam is linearly related to
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the number of atoms of that element in the analyzed vol-
ume. In addition to characteristic X-rays, the beam elec-
trons generate background or continuum X-rays. These
continuum X-rays are generated when the incident elec-
trons are decelerated in the electromagnetic field of the
nucleus of atoms in the specimen. The continuum X-rays
do not carry information about the elemental composition
of the sample. However, the intensity of the background
radiation is related to the total mass of the analyzed vol-
ume. Hence the ratio of the characteristic X-ray radiation
and the background radiation is related to the concentra-
tion of the element in the analyzed volume. The lowest
concentration of an element that can be detected is in the
order of a few mmol/kg. The spatial resolution of the analy-
sis depends on the thickness of the specimen. The best spa-
tial resolution is obtained in (thin) specimens where as a
rule of thumb the diameter of the analyzed volume is about
half the section thickness. If bulk specimens are analyzed,
as is done in the scanning electron microscope, the spatial
resolution depends on the accelerating voltage and the com-
position of the specimen. A typical value for analysis of
freeze-dried biological material at an accelerating voltage
of 20 kV is about 10 µm.

X-ray microanalysis of cultured cells can be a useful
technique to investigate the effect of extraneous compounds
(toxic or irritating substances, biomaterials) on the elemen-
tal composition of the cell. The advantages of the use of
cell cultures in general are well-known: the cell culture
system is simpler since it usually consists of only one cell
type, systemic effects can be avoided, and especially in
the case of human cells in vivo experiments are often not

possible because of practical or ethical constrictions. Prepa-
ration of cell cultures for X-ray microanalysis is often sim-
pler than preparation of tissue, because dissection artefacts
can be avoided. The main advantage of X-ray microanalysis
over other techniques used for investigating ion transport
(e.g., radioactive tracers, fluorescent probes) is that with
energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis all elements of in-
terest can be measured simultaneously.

Preparation of cultured cells for X-ray microanalysis
It should be borne in mind that conventional fixation

techniques for electron microscopy cause major changes
in the elemental content of the cells. Aldehyde fixation
causes leakage of all diffusible ions from the cell. Hence,
non-aqueous low-temperature specimen preparation tech-
niques are generally used if the analysis of naturally oc-
curring diffusible ions is of interest. The two systems that
have been used most frequently for cultured cells are: (a)
to grow the cells on a solid substrate, or (b) to grow the
cells on a very thin substrate, e.g., a thin plastic film on an
electron microscopy grid (von Euler et al. 1993; Roomans,
2002)

X-ray microanalysis of cells cultured on a solid substrate
is a technically easy method. The specimens are sturdy,
easy to handle, and easy to analyze. The disadvantage of
this system is that it is often impossible to avoid
overpenetration of the specimen by the electron beam (Fig.
1a). This means that the X-ray spectrum obtained is not
only due to the specimen but also to the substrate. The
consequences of this will be discussed below. In general
only the thickest part of the cell can be analyzed, no analy-

Figure 1. Schematic drawings representing the conditions of analysis of cultured cells. Grey: cultured cell. Blue: volume
excited by the electron beam. (a) Cells cultured on a solid substrate. The electron beam penetrates the cell completely
and excites the substrate. Therefore, a considerable part of the spectrum comes from the substrate. Depending on the
type of substrate and the type of detector, a peak for the substrate may be observed in the spectrum, e.g., if one would
have a glass substrate, a Si peak would be observed. If one would have a carbon substrate, and carry out the analysis with
a conventional detector with beryllium window, one would not see a C peak, but the substrate would contribute to the
background intensity, making fully quantitative analysis using only peak/continuum ratios impossible. (b) Cells cultured
on an electron microscope grid. Only a thin plastic film is present below the cells. The spectrum contains a contribution
from the grid (both characteristic X-rays if the grid is made of metal, and continuum X-rays). Methods to correct for this
contribution are available. (c) If the cells are washed with a non-volatile washing fluid, such as mannitol, the cells will
after freeze-drying be covered with a mannitol layer that “dilutes” the signal from the cell. With regard to quantitative
analysis, this situation is similar to the one described in (a), and fully quantitative analysis using only peak/continuum
ratios is impossible. If the experimental medium is not removed by washing, this layer will, in addition contain high
concentrations of Na and Cl that contribute to the spectrum. In this case, also qualitative analysis will be flawed.

a b c
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sis at the subcellular level is possible. Sensitivity of analy-
sis at low accelerating voltage is lower than at high accel-
erating voltage. Analysis requires a scanning electron mi-
croscope. This technique could be used for analysis of cells
growing directly on a biomaterial.

X-ray microanalysis of cells cultured on thin films on
grids in the STEM is more sensitive and quantitative analy-
sis can be more straightforward (Fig. 1b, Fig. 2a,b). It may
be possible to analyze areas with cytoplasm only and com-
pare these with the area containing both nucleus and cyto-
plasm. The specimens are, however, more fragile, and when
the film breaks during handling of the grid, the grid cannot
be analyzed and part of an experiment may be spoiled.
Analysis requires a (scanning) transmission electron mi-
croscope. The contribution of the titanium or gold grid to
the spectrum may be a problem, especially in quantitative
analysis. This technique could be used for analyzing the
effect of soluble substances (e.g., biomaterials extracts)
on the cultured cells.

In both methods, the cells are grown on the substrate
using appropriate cell culture methods. Before the cells
can be frozen, the culture medium or the experimental so-
lution has to be removed. In general, these solutions will
contain physiological concentrations of Na+ and Cl- ions.
If the cells are frozen and freeze-dried without removing
these solutions, the ions would come to cover the cells and
an artificially high Na and Cl concentration would be ob-
served in the measurement. Therefore, before freezing, the
cells should be washed with a solution that does not con-
tain any elements that could disturb the analysis.

Three different types of fluids can be used for the rins-
ing step: (a) distilled water, (b) volatile buffers, e.g., am-
monium acetate, or (c) isotonic sugar solutions (Abraham
et al., 1985; Zhang and Roomans, 1998; Dragomir et al.,
2001). Distilled water has the advantage that it does not
leave any remnants after freeze-drying. It may, however,
cause osmotic shock, and induce efflux of ions either by

general damage to the membrane or by specific ion trans-
port mechanisms. Ammonium acetate is volatile, and most
or all of this compound will disappear after freeze-drying,
leaving little or no remnants. Though a 150 mM ammo-
nium acetate solution is about isoosmotic with the cyto-
plasm, ammonium acetate may cause pH changes in the
cell and thereby induce ion transport. A 300 mM mannitol
solution is iso-osmotic and is not expected to cause changes
in the ionic content of the cells. However, after freeze-dry-
ing the cells are covered with a thin layer of powdery man-
nitol (Fig. 1c). Some of this may be removed by careful
brushing, but some will remain. This makes visualization
of the cells more difficult and also adds a layer of organic
substance to the specimen that “dilutes” the signal from
the cell. This can be a problem in quantitative analysis. In
our experience, some cell types withstand washing with
ice-cold distilled water or ammonium acetate and in such
a case these solutions are to be preferred. If the cells obvi-
ously lose ions after washing with water or ammonium
acetate, then mannitol or a substance with similar proper-
ties should be used. (We find sucrose, however, to be even
more sticky than mannitol). The best way to make sure
that the rinsing procedure does not introduce artifacts is to
compare whole-mount specimens, rinsed in different wash-
ing fluids, with cryosections of the same cells, frozen with-
out rinsing (Warley et al., 1994; Dragomir et al., 2001).
The procedure to use cryosections of cultured cells avoids
the problems of the “whole mounts” (Zierold et al., 1994)
but is a cumbersome procedure not suitable if data from
more than a very small number of cells have to be col-
lected.

Quantitative analysis
As stated above, the ratio of characteristic to continuum

radiation (“peak-to-background ratio”) is linearly related
to the concentration of the element investigated, and only
needs to be compared with a standard or standard curve to

Figure 2. Scanning transmission electron micrographs of keratinocytes (HaCaT cells) cultured on thin films on titanium
grids (Grängsjö et al., 2000a). (a) Low magnification overview, showing grid bars, (b) Higher magnification, showing
that the nucleus can be distinguished from the cytoplasm.

a b
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generate fully quantitative data. Quantitative techniques
for biological specimens have been described in the litera-
ture (e.g., Roomans 1988b, 1990; Warley, 1997) and are
provided with at least some of the commercially available
systems. The following possible complications should be
kept in mind:

(a) The continuum intensity is not just dependent on
the mass of the analyzed volume, but also on its elemental
composition, because heavy elements produce more con-
tinuum intensity than light elements. A correction factor,
consisting of the weighted mean of Z2/A (where Z is the
atomic number and A the atomic weight) of all elements
present in the analyzed volume is used to correct for this
effect. The correction is available with standard software
for quantitative biological X-ray microanalysis. If only
“physiological” elements are present in the cell (up to Ca
with Z=20), the correction is of very little significance,
and could be neglected. If, however, the cell has taken up
heavy elements, the correction may become important.

(b) When cells grown on a thin film on a grid are
analyzed, a peak for the grid metal is seen, despite the fact
that the beam is placed on the cell. This is mainly due to a
small proportion of beam electrons that, when they hit the
cell, are scattered over a large angle, and then hit the grid
bars. Similarly, such electrons may hit the specimen holder.
Apart from generating characteristic X-rays from the grid
and/or specimen holder, these electrons also generate con-
tinuum radiation that does not come from the specimen
but from the grid/specimen holder (the mechanism for gen-
eration of continuum X-rays is described above). The ob-
served continuum intensity therefore has to be corrected
for the contribution that grid and/or specimen holder make
to the continuum intensity, the “extraneous” continuum.
Otherwise, the continuum intensity would be overestimated,
and the resulting peak/continuum ratios would be too low.
Methods for correction for extraneous background have
been published and are available in the software. The theo-
retical model for this correction is, however, simplified and
the correction will introduce some uncertainty if the extra-
neous background is large, e.g., if the measurement is car-
ried out near a grid bar.

(c) When cells grown of a solid substrate are analyzed,
the substrate will contribute to the spectrum if the beam
completely penetrates the specimen (Fig. 1a). This is gen-
erally the case when cell monolayers are analyzed (freeze-

dried biological samples have a rather low density). Pen-
etration can be decreased by decreasing the accelerating
voltage, but this results in a decrease of the signal. In prac-
tice, therefore, one often has to accept that the substrate is
excited by the electron beam. The substrate should hence
never contain an element of interest (which makes glass
totally unsuitable as a substrate). With regard to quantita-
tive analysis, the substrate “dilutes” the cell, and fully quan-
titative data cannot be obtained.

A general solution when there are problems with the
determination of the continuum intensity is to carry out a
determination of ratios between elements. (This is some-
times referred to as “semi-quantitative analysis”). These
elemental ratios can be determined from the ratio of the
characteristic intensities for two elements, and since the
continuum intensity does not enter into the calculation,
problems in determining the continuum intensity (or ex-
traneous contributions to the continuum intensity) do not
play a role. Information on changes in the concentration
ratios of two elements, e.g., the Na/K ratio, can well have
biological significance comparable to the absolute concen-
trations of these elements. In short-term experiments (min-
utes) it can be assumed that the cellular concentration of
phosphorus and sulfur is not affected, and these concen-
trations can be used as “internal standards”. This is, how-
ever, not necessarily the case in longer-term experiments.

X-rays that are generated in the specimen may be ab-
sorbed before they can emerge from the surface. Low-en-
ergy X-rays are more prone to absorption than high-en-
ergy X-rays, and so the extent of X-ray absorption is dif-
ferent for different elements. If the specimen consists of
freeze-dried cells or soft tissue, and is no more than some
mm thick, the correction for absorption is negligible. When
the specimen is thicker, and fully quantitative analysis is
carried out, a correction for absorption ́ can be “automati-
cally” applied by determining the continuum intensity in
the same energy range as the characteristic intensity. This
“background under the peak” is absorbed to (about) the
same extent as the characteristic intensity, and in the ratio,
the absorption correction is cancelled out. In practice, most
cases of analysis of biological specimens should be cov-
ered by either of these two situations, and a separate cor-
rection for absorption need not to be applied.

For quantitative analysis of (bio)materials routines are
given in the commercially available software.

Table 1. Effects of damage on elemental concentrations as measured by X-ray microanalysis.

system type of damage Na Mg Cl K Ca
nerve cell axons axotomy 121 95 100 70 140
small intestine, in situ enterocytes radiation 380 33 161 86 100
small intestine, in situ, goblet cells radiation 133 100 123 74 200
cultured enterocytes radiation 325 67 109 59 100
cultured bronchial epithelial cells TNF-α 189 105 155 100 nd
cultured bronchial epithelial cells hypochlorite 150 92 157 92 nd

Data expressed in % of control. TNF-α = tumor necrosis factor a. nd = not determined (below detectable level). Data
from Wróblewski et al. (2000, 2002), Kampf et al. (1999) and Kampf and Roomans (2001).
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Elemental changes associated with cellular processes

Necrosis and cell damage
Necrosis, or cell death, is associated with profound changes
in membrane permeability. Since ATP is no longer pro-
duced, ATP-dependent membrane pumps stop working and
ions will move entirely according to their concentration
gradients. This will result in an increase in cellular Na, Cl
and Ca, since these elements are present in a higher con-
centration in the extracellular medium. In contrast, the in-
tracellular concentration of K and Mg will decrease (Ta-
ble 1). Examples of this are post-mortem changes in el-
emental content (Kuijpers and Roomans, 1980), various
types of injury such as chemical, mechanical or radiation
injury (e.g., Grängsjö et al., 1996; Wróblewski et al., 2000,
2002), or changes due to anoxia, such as happens when
tissue is removed from an experimental animal (Hongpaisan
et al., 1996). Exposure of cultured cells to toxic or nox-
ious substances will result in a similar pattern of elemental
changes (Kampf et al., 1999; Grängsjö et al., 2000a; Kampf
and Roomans, 2001). Also transient cell damage will give
rise to changes with this pattern, although it is well possi-
ble that the changes are reversed when the cells recover
(Hongpaisan et al., 1996). If elemental ratios are used in-
stead of absolute concentrations, the Na/K ratio (or the K/
Na ratio) is a sensitive indicator for cell damage. The con-
centration of P remains the same as in the undamaged cell
or decreases somewhat if structural damage is extensive.
The concentration of S generally remains unchanged.

Proliferation
An increase in the rate of cellular proliferation results

in an increase in the cellular concentration of P, Mg and K,
whereas the concentrations of Na, S and Cl are not much
affected (Table 2). The cellular concentration of P mainly
reflects the phosphate groups of the nucleic acids (DNA
and RNA). The preferred cations for these phosphate
groups are K+ and Mg2+, so it is to be expected that these
elements follow the changes in P. Co-variance in Mg, P
and K concentrations is frequently observed (Grängsjö et
al., 2000a). If elemental ratios are used instead of absolute
concentrations, the K/Na ratio (or the Na/K ratio) is a sen-
sitive indicator. Examples of cell proliferation can be found
in psoriasis (Grundin et al., 1985; Grängsjö et al., unpub-
lished data), where keratinocytes in the affected areas of
the skin were found to have higher concentrations of Mg,
P and K than keratinocytes in unaffected areas, and in
basalioma, where tumor cells were shown to have higher
concentrations of Mg, P and K than control keratinocytes
(Wallberg et al., 2000). In an experiment where
keratinocytes were exposed to the irritant substances so-

dium dodecyl sulfate or nonanoic acid (Grängsjö et al.,
2000b), changes in the Na/K paralleled changes in the pro-
liferative activity of the cells as determined by the Ki67
antibody. In the initial stage of the exposure, cell damage
occurred, as seen from the increase in the Na/K ratio. Af-
ter 24 h, the cells started to proliferate, as seen from the
increase in Ki67, and this was accompanied by a decrease
in the Na/K ratio (increase in K/Na) (Fig. 3).

Apoptosis
Apoptosis is associated with a higher Na/K ratio and

an increased concentration of P. The higher Na/K ratio may
in part be related to damage to the cell membrane and/or a
decrease in metabolic rate of the cell, but also to specific
activation of K+ channels. Only a few studies on elemental
changes in apoptosis have so far been carried out.
Fernández-Segura et al. (1999) showed in UV-induced
apoptosis in U937 cells a significant decrease in Cl and K
content, and a significant increase in Na. In addition, a
tendency to higher P and Ca was noted. An increase in the
cellular Na/K ratio was also found in monocyte-
macrophages undergoing apoptosis (Skepper et al., 1999).
Given the paucity of studies in this area, more work is
needed before we fully understand the reasons behind the
observed changes.

Etoposide is a drug that induces apoptosis in prostate

Table 2. Changes in elemental content related to proliferation.

proliferative condition Na Mg P Cl K
psoriasis (skin) 64 175 168 71 192
basalioma (skin) 88 142 132 100 164

Data expressed in % of non-affected cells in the same tissue. Data from Grängsjö et al. (unpublished) and Wallberg et al.
(2000).

Figure 3. Effect of 4% sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) on
keratinocytes in human skin in situ. Blue line: determina-
tion of proliferation with the Ki67 antibody. Red line:
changes in the Na/K ratio determined by X-ray
microanalysis. During the first 24h after application of SLS,
cell damage occurs, resulting in an increased Na/K ratio.
When the cells start to proliferate as shown by the Ki67
antibody, the Na/K ratio decreases again (increased K/Na
ratio). Data from Grängsjö et al. (2000b).
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cancer cells. Salido et al. (2001, 2002) observed that
etoposide treatment consistently induced an increase in the
cellular Na concentration and a decrease in the cellular K
concentration, resulting in a marked increase of the Na/K
ratio. In addition, the P/S ratio increased as a result of
etoposide exposure, due to an increase in P and a concur-
rent decrease in S (Table 3). Changes in Mg appear to par-
allel those in P. Both bombesin and calcitonin inhibit the
etoposide-induced changes in the cellular Na/K ratio, and
calcitonin, but not bombesin, inhibits in addition the
changes in P/S ratio. The changes in P/S ratio may be re-
lated to a change in the ratio of nucleus to cytoplasm, since
the P concentration is mainly dependent on the cellular
nucleic acid concentration and S is mainly an indicator of
the cellular protein content. However, in a recent study on
an androgen-dependent prostate cancer cell line, we again
observed an increase in P, but now also an increase in S
was noted, resulting in a decreased P/S ratio (Salido et al.,
unpublished results). As with the androgen-independent
cell lines, an increased Na/K ratio was observed. Again,
bombesin and calcitonin were effective in inhibiting the
changes in elemental content induced by etoposide. How-
ever, neither bombesin nor calcitonin caused in themselves
consistent significant changes in the elemental content of
the cells. These data point to a strong link between elemen-
tal changes and apoptosis.

Volume-regulating ion fluxes
Zhang and Roomans (1998) demonstrated volume-

regulating chloride efflux in cultured intestinal epithelial
cells (HT29 cells) as a decrease of the Cl content of the
cells. The efflux was induced by exposing the cells to a
hypo-osmotic medium. In parallel, the K content of the
cell decreased (Table 4). This is due to the fact that to
maintain electroneutrality, Cl- efflux across the apical cell
membrane is accompanied by K+ efflux across the
basolateral cell membrane. The fact that Cl- efflux is ac-
companied by K+ efflux has been demonstrated by X-ray
microanalysis also in other cell types (e.g., sweat gland
cells) after cAMP or Ca2+-induced Cl- efflux (Mörk and

Roomans, 1993; Mörk et al., 1995, 1996; Ring et al., 1995).
The changes induced by exposing the cells to the hypo-
osmotic medium could be inhibited by chloride channel
blockers and by addition of a calcium-chelating agent (in-
dicating that efflux occurs via Ca2+-regulated Cl--channels.)

Subpopulations
With X-ray microanalysis, many cells in a population

can be analyzed, and individual data on each cell can be
obtained. This makes it possible to detect inhomogenei-
ties or subpopulation in the cell population investigated.
von Euler and Roomans (1992) found that a culture of HT29
cells consisted of (at least) two subpopulations with re-
spect to the K concentration. When the entire population
was divided into “high K” and “low K” cells, using a fre-
quency histogram of K concentrations, it was found that
the two subpopulations differed not only in K but in most
other elements as well. Mörk et al. (1995) found that only
part of a primary culture of sweat gland cells reacted to
cAMP stimulation with chloride efflux, whereas another
subpopulation did not respond at all.

Conclusions

Because energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis determines
(changes in) the content of several elements in the cell si-
multaneously, the technique can detect patterns of change
in several elements. These patterns can be used to identify
the cellular process that results from exposure to a bioma-
terial or foreign substance. Because individual cells are
analyzed, X-ray microanalysis can also give information
on subpopulations of cells, both with regard to primary
characteristics and with regard to their reaction to external
stimuli.

Very little of these possibilities has so far been realized
in the field of biomaterials. Increased use of this analytical
technique will provide worthwhile information on cell-bio-
material interaction.

Table 4. Changes in elemental content related to volume-regulating ion fluxes

experimental condition Na Cl K
hypo-osmotic conditions 36 42 80
hypo-osmotic conditions + chloride channel blocker 96 97 100
hypo-osmotic conditions + calcium chelator 93 100 104

Data expressed in % of control (iso-osmotic conditions). Data from Zhang and Roomans (1998).

Table 3. Changes in elemental content related to apoptosis

Cells Na Mg P S Cl K Na/K P/S
DU145 prostate cancer cells 357 130 148 78 105 65 560 191
PC3 prostate cancer cells 140 133 116 68 85 100 140 170

Data expressed in % of control cells, apoptosis was induced by treatment with etoposide (Salido et al., 2002 and unpub-
lished data).
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Discussion with Reviewers

A. Warley: Although the author recommends that elemen-
tal ratios can be used to avoid full quantification could this
not be misleading, for example an increase in Na/K ratio is
characteristic of both necrosis and apoptosis. Would the
author like to comment?
Author: It is indeed correct that both in apoptosis and in

necrosis the Na/K ratio increases. In both cases, this is due
to an increased concentration of Na and a decreased con-
centration of K. Fully quantitative analysis is not likely to
be helpful here, since the same processes are responsible
for the changes in Na and K both in necrosis and in
apoptosis. What may be used to distinguish apoptosis from
necrosis is is the fact that in apoptosis, P and S concentra-
tions show marked changes. In particular for P we find a
consistent significant increase. This is not the case in necro-
sis. Here, the concentration of P remains the same as in the
undamaged cell or decreases somewhat if structural dam-
age is extensive. The concentration of S in necrosis gener-
ally remains unchanged. However, more work needs to be
done to understand the elemental changes in apoptosis.

I. ap Gwynn: Would the author like to comment on those
techniques that depend upon the incorporation of exotic
elements into cells and tissues, to act as ‘internal reference
standards’ for estimating the amounts of soluble intrinsic
ions within cells.
Author: Any element in the cell, intrinsic or extrinsic, can
be used as internal standard, i.e., if one knows the absolute
concentration of one element in the cell, the absolute con-
centrations of other elements can be determined from their
elemental ratios with regard to the internal standard ele-
ment. Whether an intrinsic or extrinsic element is chosen
as internal standard depends on the possibilities to deter-
mine its absolute concentration accurately by an alterna-
tive method. An example of such an alternative method
would be the use of radioactive tracers. For accuracy the
concentration of the extrinsic element should be quite high,
so that determination of the peak intensity can be done
without appreciable error. For this reason, the use of an
incorporated extrinsic element would be limited to those
elements that can be introduced into the cell in high con-
centrations without causing damage to the cell. The use of
rubidium (Rb) as an analogue for K, or iodine (I) as an
analogue for Cl would come to mind.


